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Abstract
The term ‘object-based media’ has become commonly used to describe the
representation of media content by a set of individual assets together with
metadata describing their relationships and associations. At the point of
consumption these objects can be assembled to create an overall user
experience. The precise combination of objects can be flexible, and responsive to
user, environmental and platform specific factors. An object-based approach like
this can serve end users more effectively; by optimising the experience to best
suit their access requirements, the characteristics of their playback platform or
personal preferences.
This paper presents an overview of the key characteristics and potential benefits
of Object-Based Broadcasting and a case study of an object-based audio
documentary, which can change duration in response to implicit or explicit input
from a listener. Further examples will be given to illustrate the capabilities of a
future object-based broadcasting system.
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Introduction

When the evolution of broadcasting is considered a clear pattern emerges: Early broadcasting
consisted of one channel; a single linear container for a scheduled stream of programmes. The
proliferation of channels allowed broadcasters to target particular audience demographics using
scheduling. More recently, the introduction of catch-up and video-on-demand services like BBC
iPlayer freed programmes from their channels. People are now consuming broadcast content
using many different devices and in many different environments. A BBC report from March 2014
shows that 47% of iPlayer viewing was on tablet and other mobile devices, including 18% on
mobile phones (1).
Object-Based Broadcasting (OBB) represents a logical next step in this progression. This is a
responsive approach, making separate elements of a programme available along with rich
descriptive metadata that describes the ways in which they can be assembled (or rendered) to
create an overall experience. This accompanying metadata contains rules and constraints defined
by the content creators during the production process, and allows the flexibility of a personalised,
responsive programme, whilst ensuring an editorially valid experience. OBB can allow content to
respond to individual preferences and accessibility requirements, without the need to separately
produce many different versions of the programme. It might also enable direct interaction with the
content, curation of programmes by individual audience members or even completely new forms of
content.
Similar factors have transformed the technical infrastructure: Production and distribution chains
have evolved from a singular, highly-standardised form into a highly heterogeneous structure, and
created the need to make the same programme available in many different versions. Significant
production effort is required to deliver content coded in different formats, with differing bitrates,
audio formats, image resolutions and so on. The traditional approach is to produce in the highest
possible quality and simply scale it down, but this is not always ideal. It is desirable to produce a
single version of the content and derive optimal results for every current or future platform.
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Crafting responsive user experiences

Modern broadcasting uses both broadcast and IP to deliver content to a myriad of different types of
device, and to users with a range of requirements and diverse contexts of use. In this ecosystem,
it is no longer optimum or necessary for each user to have an essentially identical experience with
a given piece of content. A family with one hearing-impaired member watching an hour-long
factual programme on an HD display at home will have a very different optimal user experience
than a person watching the programme on a phone on a 20-minute bus journey. The broadcaster
could produce and deliver versions of the programmes with different resolution, audio mixes and
durations, at significantly increased production cost. Alternatively, the broadcaster could produce a
single responsive version of the programme, in an object-based form, which is rendered in
individual, more optimal forms for the bus commuter, the family and many other users.
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The fundamental concept of responsiveness is not new: For several decades TV broadcasters
have delivered optional additional video and audio objects, in the form of subtitles and audio
description, in order to create programme experiences that can respond to disabled users’
requirements. This, like the much richer forms of responsiveness described in this paper is
enabled by having a number of alternative pieces of media, linked via metadata to the primary
content.
2.1 Objects and Metadata
Content production for OBB becomes the generalised process of creating content objects suitable
for meaningful combination in multiple ways. Individual pieces of audio or video are not objects:
they form objects when bound with metadata specifying the relationships between them, and with
the overall user experience. For example, camera feeds from live sport require synchronisation
and relative positional data to support a responsive experience.
In general, new and enhanced craft production processes, involving skilled review and manual
application of automatically generated metadata, will be developed. Fundamentally, for successful
OBB, it essential that content creators can express curatorial intent regarding the range of
responsiveness of their material. We need to develop a creative workflow and associated craft
tools to allow the expression of this curatorial intent.
2.2 Curation
Contributors of many kinds – writers, directors, video editors, audio designers – require new
creative tools and enhanced functionality in the tools that they already use in order to express rich
and potentially complex curatorial intent. Figure 1 illustrates a layered hierarchy of different levels
of curatorial workflow, and associated examples of responsiveness in the content. Each Level (03) encompasses each previous one and will requires tools to express specific intent:

Figure 1: Levels 0-3 of increasing curated responsiveness
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Object-based broadcasting prototypes

Building initially on audience use cases based on accessibility needs, the BBC has created several
prototype responsive experiences. Over the last four years, these have allowed the authors to
study the characteristics and benefits of OBB. At IBC in 2010 (2), the synchronised IP delivery of
three alternate, accessible soundtracks synced to the same broadcast TV programme was
demonstrated. In 2012 a responsive audio drama – Breaking Out, in which dialogue adapts to the
geolocation of the listener – was produced and published on the web (3). The responsive
elements were found to make the drama more engaging.
Also in 2012, a one-hour BBC radio dramatisation of Pinocchio was mixed using a high-end spatial
audio system. The producer was able to use this single, high-resolution object-based master to
generate separate stereo and surround versions (4) in broadcast quality.
An object-based experimental football broadcast in 2013 gave the audience the option to
personalise their experience with crowd noise from their chosen end of the stadium. Realised using
existing standards for audio coding and web technologies, the experiment was perceived as a
better experience than traditional, unresponsive coverage by over 70% of listeners (5). Currently
standards are under development to enable wider deployment of object-based broadcasting.
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Enabling technologies and standards

In theory, the standardisation of MPEG-4 (6) enabled a full object-based system for the delivery of
audio and video. In practice, partly due to its complexity, only subsets of these standards are in
use today and, although the concept of object-based production and delivery has been studied in
depth, a number of significant implementation challenges remain (7). Current standardisation work
addressing OBB is being driven by use cases from a number of specific domains, rather than
attempting to be all-encompassing:

•

Currently 3D audio codecs including object-based audio solutions are under development
for the new MPEG.H standard (8). This standard will include means for interaction as well
as adaptation to the listener environment;

•

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) recommends application of the objectbased concept for an advanced sound system for programme production. This standard
recommends for a future audio system to combine audio streams with corresponding time
variant metadata describing the content (9);

•

To enable production of content for object-based audio systems the European
Broadcasting Union has published its Audio Definition Model (ADM). This universal
metadata model enables the widely used Broadcast Wave Format (BWF) files to store
object-based audio content (10);

•

Other standardisation bodies, including SMPTE, are actively working on formats for objectbased audio. Also, several vendors already provide commercial solutions for object-based
audio, and the ATSC and DVB are considering object-based audio for their next generation
systems.
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New forms of audience experience

The level of personalisation present in the prototypes discussed previously has focussed on audio
mixing and locational dialogue. In these classes of application, the use of objects has no effect on
narrative flow. However, we envisage a new class of experience in which we need to understand
and encode the narrative itself: for example, a variable length or depth experience, in which the
viewer (or listener) chooses how long they would like a programme to be, or how deep they would
like to go into the subject matter. In this class of experience, we take a narrative view of objects,
define the boundaries of objects such that each contains a useful piece of a story, define
relationships between our narrative objects and connect them into a narrative graph. We can then
navigate this graph to create a tailored experience that reflects an individual viewer’s preferences
or needs.
5.1 Producing a Variable Length Radio Documentary
To explore this new class of experience, we aim to produce the world’s first variable length radio
documentary. Our goals for this project are to create a metadata format that is capable of
describing a range of valid narrative experiences from a collection of objects and produce
algorithms that can navigate the graph in a way that balances the producers’ creative intent and
the audience’s need for a more personalised experience. We also intend to develop an
understanding of the object-based production process, identifying the workflows, tools and roles
needed to sustainably create object-based experiences. In addition, we aim to demonstrate that
HTML5 is a viable platform on which to receive object-based experiences.
5.2 Finding Suitable Source Material
As a practical starting point, we found a commissioned radio documentary whose producer
conducted the recording and interviewing with the idea of manually extending and contracting the
programme at a later date. The programme as broadcast on BBC Radio 4, “Derek Tangye: The
Cornish Gardener”, was 27 minutes long (11).
5.3 Preparing Source Material
An ideal future object-based broadcasting production workflow would provide the elements and
metadata needed to create narrative objects. Since this doesn’t yet exist, we needed to reverse
engineer the documentary in order to create them. These steps were necessary only because of
our decision to use the documentary as source material, and are not envisaged to be part of an
object-based production workflow.
The documentary, as transmitted, is composed of voice, music,
wildtrack and sound effects tracks. For our application, we need
all of these to exist as independent atoms. We needed to map
the 27 minutes of transmitted documentary back to the 4 hours
of source recordings in order to create clean audio sources for
every separate element. We did this by transcribing the rushes
and the transmitted documentary. We then performed text
searches on the rushes. Unfortunately, this didn’t solve the
mapping problem entirely, because the searches failed where
the speech from the transmitted documentary was transcribed
differently to the sources of that speech in the rushes. Also,
speech composed from several different sentences in the edit
cannot be located in this manner.
We completed the mapping by printing 80 pages of transcripts
and displaying them on a wall, enabling us to finish the process
manually - see Figure 2. Once complete, we had a collection of
suitable source material to work with.
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Figure 2 – Transcriptions

5.4 Breaking Down the Story
First, we analysed how the story broke down into acts. This assisted us in establishing the
narrative backbone and producing a list of narrative themes. Act 0, the programme setup
introduces the main character, Derek Tangye, and establishes the main question of why Derek left
London for Cornwall. Act 1 establishes the value of Cornwall and the significance of Tangye the
author, before Act 2 sets up a love story between Tangye and his wife-to-be Jeannie. Act 3
explores the question of whether Tangye left London because he was jealous of the attention
Jeannie was receiving at work, and Act 4 asks whether he left London because he was a Russian
spy about to be discovered. The final act resolves these two theories.
Our analysis of the acts in the documentary uncovered narrative themes that we felt were
instrumental in the creation of a graph of narrative objects. A first, fairly simple step was to encode
logical dependencies between narrative objects. For example, if narrative object A introduces a
particular theme, and narrative object B refers to that theme, we must ensure that B doesn’t get
visited without having first visited A. We call this dependency “Valid If Played”. Our other logical
dependencies are “Valid If Not Played”, “Must Play” and “Must Not Play”.
We then looked at the storytelling role of each narrative object, mapping out the narrative themes
that each object introduces, expands or resolves. Our idea of narrative themes currently has a
fairly fuzzy definition - we are using them to refer to people, places, activities, emotions, or
anything else that we believe is of importance to the narrative, and could potentially be used to
steer a route through the graph - see Figure 3.

Figure 3 – Narrative Object Definition spreadsheet, including relationships and function
Our process led us to a definition of a narrative object as a chunk of a story that has no editorial
reason to be broken down any further. Associating metadata with our pieces of content allows us
to create fully formed narrative objects. Through associating narrative themes and functions with
these objects, and associating narrative objects with each other, we believe we have the right
metadata to curate and define a valid narrative graph.
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5.5 Storing, Querying and Playing Narrative Graphs
We use Neo4j, a native graph database, to store our narrative graphs. A Python script is used to
populate a Neo4j database with the metadata from the spreadsheet (shown in Figure 4), creating a
directed acyclic graph.

Figure 4 – Section of our graph database
Figure 4 shows a section of our graph database. There are three classes of node in the graph
database: Narrative Objects and Themes, which we have discussed previously, and Audio
Objects, which refer to the audio content for each Narrative Object. For clarity, some Audio Objects
are omitted from the figure.
The logical dependencies can be seen in the Play Next relationships. After Node 3, we can either
play Node 4 or skip to Node 7, indicating that we have the potential to shorten the path through this
section of the documentary. Thematic relationships can be seen between Node 1 and the theme
“Main Question” (referring to the question posed in Act 0), indicating that Node 1 introduces this
theme. It is not unique in this - Nodes 3, 4, and 7 also have this function. Node 6 can be seen to
expand on this theme. We can also see that Node 2 is the only node in this section of the graph
database that introduces the significance of Derek Tangye.
Finally, we can see the relationships between Narrative Objects and Audio Objects. The Command
relationship controls the playback of this content, specifying the time that these pieces of audio will
be started and stopped. Audio Objects containing wildtrack and music may be started during one
Narrative Object and stopped in another, or indeed during the same node. Separating the audio in
this way means that a piece of music could be extended or contracted to cover a short or long
route through narrative nodes, and of course offers the advantage of personalised mixes for
preference or accessibility.
There is no definitive narrative graph for a collection of objects. The narrative graph, and the
boundaries of the objects themselves, are necessarily subjective, and will vary from producer to
producer, depending on how they are trying to tell a story.
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5.6 Creating New Narratives: Algorithms In Development
Our algorithms for navigating the narrative graph are built on the same low-level algorithm whose
purpose is to respect the constraining logical relationships between narrative nodes. The
algorithms built on top of this use other information within the narrative graph to tailor the user
experience. Initial work on the algorithms has looked at creating a variable length experience
based on a sliding scale of desired program length between “long” and “short”. This algorithm
works by looking at all the possible nodes that could be played next, sorting them based on their
distance through the graph, and then selecting one based on a Gaussian probability distribution,
weighted towards nodes that are further through the graph if the user wants a shorter version, or
closer if they want a long version.
5.7 Extending the Variable Length Documentary, and future work
Further work will look at creating algorithms that can render a programme to an explicitly defined
programme length and algorithms that can be weighted towards certain themes, skipping over
narrative nodes that expand on a theme the user isn’t interested in. In a user research phase, we
are looking to discover whether our narrative graph and navigation algorithms are capable of
producing an end-user experience that reflects user input regarding theme or length, whilst
maintaining narrative validity, producer intent, and production values consistent with the original
broadcast. If our user research indicates that the audience appreciates the benefits of responsive
media experiences, our intention is to create the television equivalent of our variable length radio
documentary.
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Conclusion

We have introduced the concept of Object-Based Broadcasting, and discussed how it can enable
responsive media experiences. We have described how responsive media can enhance
personalisation of content, accessibility provision, and enable new forms of audience
experience. We have discussed the need for new object-based curation tools, standards and
delivery mechanisms. Finally, we have described a case study into creating a variable length radio
documentary, plans for associated user research, and our intention to create a fully responsive
television programme.
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